
ON SUBPLANES OF FREE PLANES 

REUBEN SANDLER 

In 1945, L. I. Kopejkina (4), at the suggestion of A. G. Kurosh, began a 
programme of studying the properties of free projective planes and the 
analogies between free planes and free groups. In this paper, this study will 
be extended by proving a tool theorem and several of its consequences. The 
theorem deals with the existence of "minimal free generators" for subplanes 
of free planes. 

A set of points and lines and an incidence relation are said to form a pro
jective plane if the following three axioms are satisfied: 

I. Any two distinct points are incident with exactly one line. 
II. Given any two distinct lines, there is exactly one point incident with 

both. 
III. There exist four points, no three incident with one line. 
If, on the other hand, the following two axioms are satisfied, the set is said 

to constitute a partial plane: 
1. There exists at most one line through any two distinct points. 
2. There is at most one point incident with any two distinct lines. 
Any extension of a partial plane, 7r0, formed by letting each new point be 

the intersection of exactly two old lines, and each new line the union of exactly 
two old points, is called a. free extension of 7ro. A partial plane, 7ro, which satis
fies conditions 1 and 2 and which, after a finite number of free extensions, 
satisfies III, is called non-degenerate. Otherwise, TQ is called degenerate. 

Given any non-degenerate partial plane TO which is not a projective plane, 
we can define new partial planes as follows. For every two points in 7r0 not 
already connected by a line in xo, we adjoin a new line. Let L0 be the set of 
all new lines adjoined in this manner, and set 

(1) 7Ti = 7T0 U L 0 . 

Then, for every two lines of TI not already intersecting in a point of wi, adjoin 
a new point as their point of intersection. Let Po be the set of these points, 
and 

(2) 7T2 = TTl U Po-

One can define x3, X4, . . . in an analogous manner, and set 

(3) 7T = U TU 
i=0 
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with the obvious incidences. T h e part ial plane T is easily seen to be a pro
jective plane, and is called the free completion of 7r0. T h e free plane irn (n > 2) 
is defined to be the free completion of the part ial plane TO71 consisting of n 
points on a line and two points not on t h a t line. 

Let T be any plane, and p0 be a part ial plane contained in T. Then if px = p0 \J 
(those points of T which are intersections of lines of po), P2 = Pi ^J (those 
lines of T which are intersections of points of pi), . . . , and if p = Up*, p is 
the subplane of T generated by po. T h e set of points and lines, po, generates p 
freely if each pi is the free extension of pz_i, for i > 0. A notion which can 
now be introduced is t ha t of the stage of a point or line relative to a given 
set of generators. If TO C n is a part ial plane which generates T freely, and if 
x is a point or line of T such t h a t x 6 TTW, X $ 7rn_i, then define 

(4) s(x) = n, 

i.e., x is defined a t the nth s tage in the construction of T by means of the 
freely generating set TO. For the sake of definiteness, let x be a point of T. 
Then if x is contained in a subplane p of T, which is freely generated by po, 
x has a finite representat ion in terms of the elements {yt} of p0. For x, in the 
construction of p, was defined by a unique pair of lines Li and L2 . Likewise, 
each Lu if not already an element of p0, was defined by a unique pair of 
points. Continuing (the process must be finite for any x)} we arrive a t a repre
sentat ion of x which involves a finite number of elements of po. 

In (3) , Hall introduced the idea of the rank of a finite part ial plane TO, by 
defining 

(5) r(rr0) = 2(p + I) - i, 

where p is the number of points in TO, I the number of lines, and i the n u m b e r 
of incidences holding in T0. He further showed (Theorem 4.10) t h a t r{ro) is 
invar iant under free extension, and was able to deduce from this t h a t if 
n 7^ rn, the free planes T71 and Tm are non-isomorphic. 

Finally, we wish to introduce the notion of the free product of a set of part ial 
planes {wi} (some of which can be projective), which is defined as the free 
completion of the set-theoretic union of all the iru and wri t ten 

(6) T = n* *«. 
i 

This definition does not assume t h a t all of the irt are non-degenerate. In fact, 
in taking free products , the case where some of the -KI are extremely degenerate 
is qui te interesting. In particular, let TO be a non-degenerate part ial plane 
and let T± consist of a single element (point or line) x not incident with an 
element of TO. In this si tuation the element x is said to have been freely ad
joined to TO in the free product TO * T\. 

Kopejkina shows (4) t h a t the rank of the free product of a finite number of 
planes of finite rank is the sum of their ranks . Thus , if one has a non-degenerate 
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part ial plane 7r0 of finite rank, and adjoins freely a point or line x, then 

r(7ro *x) = r(7ro) + r(x) = r(wo) + 2, 

since r(x) = 2. Kopejkina's theorem also holds in the very special si tuation 
when 7Ti consists merely of a single point (line) contained in a single line 
(point) of 7To, with no further incidence holding. Clearly, r^wo W 7ri) = r(iro) + 1, 
since one element and one incident have been added to ir0. This process is 
described as the free extension of a partial plane by a plane of rank 1. 

Let 7T be a free plane generated freely by the partial plane xo which is 
assumed to consist of a single line containing all bu t two of the points of TTQ, 
and two points off 7r0 (with no further incidences holding). T h e part ial 
plane wk consists of all those points and lines of 7r which have stage <& 
relative to the generation of IT by TO. N O W let r be any non-degenerate sub-
plane of 7T, and denote by rk the subplane generated by {rP\7r f c}. Fur the r 
define 

(7) Mk = T r\ Tk - T*_i. 

Then we have the following theorem. 

T H E O R E M 1. r is a free plane. In fact, r is freely generated by 
oo 

M = U M^ 
i=0 

Proof. T h a t every subplane of a free plane is free was first proved by Kopejkina 
(4) and appears in English in Skornyakov's paper (6, Theorem 3). T h e second 
s ta tement of the theorem is a trivial consequence of Skornyakov's proof in 
which he shows tha t rk = rk-i * Mk. 

As above, let -K be a free plane generated freely by 7r0, and let r be a sub-
plane of T. If x G r is any element of r, then s(x) = n for some integer n. By 
definition of the sets Mk, either x G Mn, or x is generated by elements con
tained in 

n-l 

U Mn. 

This proves the following theorem. 

T H E O R E M 2. Let w be a free plane and let 7r0 be a set of free generators for w 
consisting of a collection of independent points on a line, the line L, and two 
points off L. Finally if x Ç -K is any element of ir, let s(x) denote the stage in the 
generation of -K by 7r0 in which x first appears. Then if r is any subplane of T, 
and M is defined as in Theorem 1 above, given any x G r, there exists a finite 
subset of M, {mi}, such that x is generated by the {mi} and s(x) > s (mi), for 
each mit 

The results of Theorem 2 can be used to prove some interesting theorems, 
in a manner analogous to the existence of "level se t s" (2) in the s tudy of free 
groups. 
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T H E O R E M 3. The set Sm {ordered by inclusion) of all subplanes of rank < r a of 

a free plane irk of finite rank satisfies the ascending chain condition. 

Proof. We shall prove a proposition which immediately implies the correct
ness of Theorem 3. Let 

(8) T? C T2
n C • • • C 7T* 

be an ascending chain of subplanes of type irn (and rank n + 6) of -wk\ then 
this chain must be finite. 

This proposition is proved by induction. If n = 2, let {jt) be the set M 
of Theorems 1 and 2 corresponding to iri2. Then any 7r/ mus t have a set 
{xi} of generators constructed in the same way. Now, 7r/2 is finitely generated, 
and hence {xt} will be finite. Let Xo Ç {xt} be an element of maximal stage 
in {xt}. Then if x0 is a point, Xo cannot lie on two lines of {x*}. For let 
Xo £ Li} L2. Then either s(Li) < s(x0) and s(L2) < s(x0), or s(Lt) > s(xQ) for 
i = 1 or 2. In the former case x0 $ ikf, and in the lat ter , XQ is not of maximal 
stage in {xt}. Likewise, if x0 is a line, Xo cannot contain more than one point 
of {Xi}. T h u s the rank, r(p), of the part ia l plane p consisting of {x*} — x0 is 
equal to 6 or 7, since 8 = r{xt} = r(p) + 1 or r(p) + 2. Now there mus t exist 
a t least one element y of the set {yt} such t h a t XQ is necessary in the generat ion 
of y from {xi\. For otherwise the plane 7ri2 would be contained in the plane 
generated by p, which is impossible since r(p) < 8, and p generates a degenerate 
plane. By Theorem 2, then, s(y) > s(xQ) for some y £ {yt}- In part icular , then 

(9) so = s(y0) > s(xt), 

for all i, where yo Ç {3^} has maximal stage in {y{}. Then if TJ2 is any plane 
of rank 8 containing wi2, we have shown t h a t -K 2 mus t have a set of generators 
all of which have stage < s 0 . But , by assumption, wk was finitely generated, 
which implies t h a t irn

k {the set of points and lines of wk of stage <?z} is finite. 
T h u s we have shown t h a t there can be only a finite number of planes of type 
IT2 containing 7ri2, and this is even stronger t han the proposition we were 
t rying to prove for n = 2. For n > 2, assume the proposition to be t rue for 
all integers <n, and consider the chain (8). For each pair of integers (i, i+l), 
either T/1 is contained in a subplane rj of irn

i+i which is a free factor of Tn
i+i 

(i.e., Tru
i+i = rj * y', T] C ??) or not. By the induction hypothesis , the former 

possibility can occur only a finite number of t imes, for an ascending chain of 
subplanes of type 7rw_1 or less is defined by these occurrences, and would in 
t ha t case be infinite, cont rary to assumption. T h u s there is an integer N 
such t h a t if i > N, ir/1 is not contained in a free factor of irn

i+i. Let {yt) be the 
set of generators M for irN

n as discussed in Theorems 1 and 2. Let {xt} be the 
set AI for TT^+I. As in the case n = 2, if x0 is an element of {xt} of maximal stage, 
then Xo cannot be incident with more than one other element of {xt}. Again 
it mus t be the case t ha t for some y Ç {3^}, ^0 is one of the generators for y 
considered as an element of w^+i- For, if not, wN

n is contained in the sub-
plane p generated by [xi] — x0. But since x0 is not incident with more than 
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one element of {xf}. x^+i = p * x0, contradicting the assumption that wN
n 

is contained in no free factor of T^+I- Thus s(y) > S(XQ). Again, if y0 is an 
element of {y^\ of maximal stage, we have s0 = s(yo) > s(xt). Now if {zi) 
is the set M of generators for xS-+2, one easily sees that sQ > s(xo) > s(zt) 
for all i. Continuing, we see that every one of the TT^+J has a set of generators 
each element of which has stage <s0 . As in the case n = 2, only a finite number 
of such sets of generators can exist, and hence the chain must be finite as 
asserted. 

THEOREM 4. If irk is a free plane of finite rank, and if p is a subplane of irk 

which is also of finite rank, then there are only finitely many planes, e, p C e C T**, 
such that p is contained in no free factor of e. 

Proof. Let TTO generate irk freely, and define s(x) relative to 7r0. Then p has 
a set M of free generators { xi\ as described in Theorems 1 and 2. Now if 
e C P is a subplane of wk, then e also has such a system {zi}. If p is contained 
in no free factor of e, then, as above, if zo is an element of [zi] of maximal 
stage, zo must appear in at least one of the expressions of the elements x G {x*} 
in terms of {zt}. By Theorem 2, 

s(zt) < max5(si) < m a x s ^ ) , 

and, as before, since ITQ is finite there are only a finite number of points and 
lines of stage <w for any finite number n, and a fortiori there can be only a 
finite number of such planes e. 

COROLLARY. Let irk be a free plane of finite rank. If irk contains a subplane p 
of finite rank n which is contained in no subplane of rank <n, then every descending 
chain 
(10) ex D 62 D . . . en D . . O P, 

where r(e?) = n, must be finite. 

Proof. If p is contained in no subplane of rank <n, then p cannot be con
tained in a free factor of any of the eu and so there can only be a finite number 
of the et by Theorem 4. 

One shortcoming of Theorems 3 and 4 is that irk was always taken to be 
finitely generated—as seemed necessary if Theorem 2 was to be applicable. 
In (1), however, Dembowski has shown the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. ir2 contains a subplane isomorphic to 7r°°. 

Thus, as a corollary to Theorem 5, we can state the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6. Theorems 3 and 4 and the Corollary to Theorem 4 hold even 
if Trk is an infinitely generated free plane. 

Recall that in the proof of Theorem 3, it was shown that a subplane of 
rank 8 can be contained in at most a finite number of subplanes of rank 8. In 
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general, the results of Theorem 3 might be more or less trivial if this s tronger 
result were t rue for subplanes of a rb i t rary rank. T o show t h a t this is not 
a t all the case, the following example is of interest . Let TO be the part ial 
plane consisting of 

(11) U :A1A2AZ, L2 :BxB2l 

where Lx C\ L2 j * A,, i = 1, 2, 3. 

Then the free completion of TTO is 7r3, the free plane of rank 9. Let x2 be the 
subplane generated by Ah A2, Bu B2. Then ir2 is a free plane of rank 8. Now 
consider the free extension of TTO given by : 

(12) 

i l :A1A2AzAi, 

u : BiB2, 

u :A2B1P1, 

u :A3BiP1, 

u :A2B2P2, 

u :A3B1P2, 

L7 :P1P2Ai. 

l b 5 r\ 

u \AXA2A±, 

u : BiB2, 

u :A2BU 

u :A2B2 

Now the part ial plane ITQ1 given by : 

(13) 

is complete in 7r0, i.e., if two points (lines) of TO1 are on a line (point) of 7ro, 
t h a t line (point )is already in TTQ1. By a theorem of Hall (3, Theorem 4.3) the 
free extension of ^o1, 7n3, is contained in the free extension of 7r0, and the two 
free extensions are not equal. But , by free contract ion, 71-01 is reducible to a con
figuration generating a free plane of rank 9, so 7ri3 = 7r3. This construction 
can be repeated indefinitely and an infinite decreasing chain 

(14) T T O XI 3 g 7T23 D . . . D 7T2. 

obtained, where the Ttz are all of rank 9. But by another result of Hall (3, 
Theorem 4.5) 7r2 contains a free subplane p of rank 9. T o get an arbi t rar i ly 
long ascending chain, t ake 

(15) p C 7T„3 C 7T3_! C • • • C 7T!3 < 7T3, 

when n can be taken arbi trar i ly large. T h u s a subplane p of finite rank can 
be determined such t h a t for any integer n there exists an ascending chain of 
subplanes whose rank is r(p) and whose first element is p. This example 
shows tha t , except for rank 8, Theorem 3 is the best theorem obtainable . 
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